OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT, J&K STATE MEDICAL FACULTY
DIRECTORATE OF HEALTH SERVICE, JAMMU

Sub: - Declaration of result of the Para Medical Trainees of AMT / ANMT Schools/ Private Para Medical Institute of Jammu Division for the examination Session Aug- Sep. 2010.

RESULT NOTIFICATION

The result of all the Para Medical trainees who have appeared in the above mentioned examination session is hereby declared through this notification for information of all the concern agencies.

The Registrar, J&K SMF of Jammu will issue the marks certificates to the candidates who have passed their final part of examination shown in this notification and Principal concerned institutions will issue the Provisional certificates to the trainees who have passed the final part of their examination.

Principal AMT / ANMT School (S) / Private Para Medical Institutes (concerned) should verify the particulars of each examinee shown in the notification with their own records and variation if any detected be reported to this office for further necessary action within period of 15 days from the date of dispatch of this notification. In the event of non receipt of such report, the particulars of the candidates as shown in this notification will be taken as correct and no correction or amendment in this regards made by this office after wards.

The applications for re-checking of their answer books will be received in this office within 15 days from the date of dispatch of the result notification with a fee of Rs. 400/- in the shape of Bank draft from J&K Bank payable to the President J&K State Medical Faculty Jammu at J&K Bank RCC Jammu.

Errors and omission if any detected in this notification are subject to correction be reported to this office within period of 15 days from the date of declaration of this result.

Registrar
J&K State Medical Faculty
Jammu

No: SMF/ Result-J/ Aug-Sep.2010/ 959-990
Dated:- 18.12.2010

Copy for information & n/action to:
1. Registrar J&K State Medical Faculty, Jammu
2. Principal AMT School Jammu.
4. Principal P.C. Memorial Para Medical Institute Jammu.
5. Principal B.R. Collage of Pare Medical Sciences Gangyal Jammu.
6. Principal Baba Budhan Ali Shah Institute of Health Sciences Barjail Chatta Jammu
7. Principal Madder-E-Meharban Institute of Health Sciences Transport road Jammu.
8. Principal Indira Gandhi Educational Society of Nursing and Health Sciences Channi Himmat Jammu
9. Principal J.K Institute of Nursing and Para Medical Sciences Shastri Nagar Jammu
10. Principal S.Sidartha Para Medical Institute Channi Himmat Jammu
11. Principal Sai Chartiable Institute of Para Medical Sciences Nardani Training Institute Jammu
12. Principal Ratna Devi Gopal Dass Memorial Para Medical training Institute of Samba
13. Principal S.V. Vinayaka School of Nursing Kathua
14. Principal Gupta Para Medical Institute of Kathua
15. Principal Akash Para Medical Institute Ghani Udhampur
16. Principal SVS Collage, Sunderbani Rajouri
17. Principal Galaxy Para Medical Institute Sainik Colony Jammu.
18. Principal Indian Institute of Technical Training Kathua.
19. Principal Krishana Memorial Para Medical Institute Miran Sahib Jammu,
20. Principal Narasingh Dev Institute of Nursing & Para Medical Sciences Ramnagar Udhampur.
21. Principal Tariq Para Medical Institute Rajouri.
22. Principal Apex Para Medical Institute Circular Road Doda.
23. Principal Sh. Nanak Para Medical Institute Jammu.
25. Principal Guru Teg Bhadur Para Medical Institute Kathua.
J&K State Medical Faculty

Result Gazettee of Jammu Province
EXAMINATION SESSION AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 2010.